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of more than 90% 

in performance ratings.
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This doctype is meant to help our users
create various business or project proposals
and help them get approved. Proposals
themes can be categorised per industry or
function: marketing, agency (advertising or pr
or design), event, retail, social media, website
design, etc.
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHT: LITERACY ACTION PROJECT

"The support, encouragement and professionalism of
Literacy Works staff, especially during the COVID-19
pandemic, has been exemplary. It's a pleasure
partnering with you."

"Clear Language Lab provided our staff with useful,
eye-opening examples and clear strategies to improve
our communications citywide."
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While equity, justice and liberation are critical themes in all of our work, in 2021
we created a space specifically for taking action around these topics.
The Literacy Action Project was born. 

We share ideas, facilitate discussion, and promote action to advance anti-racist
practices. In our first session, we explored deficit-focused language used in adult
education and workforce. In our second session, we discussed how low wages for
adult educators create an unstable workforce and contribute to the field's lack of
diversity. We discussed various actions including performing language audits on
materials, citing salary ranges in job postings, and more.

IL Community Literacy Members

EXPANDING OUR REACH

Increased our offerings and adapted all our training for
online delivery 
Expanded our Community Literacy member base beyond
the Chicago area
Launched the Literacy Action Project to advance anti-
racist practices in the field
Trained professionals from 18 different states through our
Clear Language Lab and supported more than a dozen
organizations with materials review projects

During this time, we:

While Chicago is still our home
base, we now have Community
Literacy members across Illinois,
and even Canada. The Clear
Language Lab welcomed
participants to our trainings from
all across the country!

FISCAL YEAR 2021

BIG CHALLENGES, BIG OPPORTUNITIES

Providing robust professional development for the

Working to make clear, understandable, human-centered
communication the norm in mission-driven work

At Literacy Works, we believe that all people should be able
to access the information they need to thrive. We do this by:

      adult education sector through a social justice lens 

We are grateful to our new and

continuing members. This year,

we welcomed 16 new adult

education programs to our

Community Literacy program,

bringing us to 46 organizations

serving over 10,000 learners.  

CENTERING OUR COMMUNITIES
We know that real change happens on the ground. 
Community Literacy wanted to emphasize the impact of peer mentoring. We launched a new program that
aims to develop leadership skills among adult learners and deepen connections between community members.
Clear Language Lab looked to our neighbors with lived experiences. Their feedback offered guidance in
creating accessible, understandable, and inclusive communication. Through more than 20 focus groups, more
than 30 community members gave us insights about materials that were developed for their communities. 

Clear Language Lab Attendees

Community Literacy Members
Outside of IL

This past year brought with it both challenges and
opportunities for our Community Literacy and
Clear Language Lab programs. 

We were challenged to expand our reach, spotlight
the importance of the adult literacy sector, and rise
up to meet the communication challenges of the
day, especially those challenges exposed during the
pandemic. 

1269

unique individuals served

1899

training seats filled

205

organizations impacted

BY THE NUMBERS

WORDS ABOUT OUR WORK 98%

95% Of LW training attendees say
they will be able to use the
strategies they learned in the
future.

96% Of training attendees say what
they have learned with LW will
help them in their work.

Of LW training attendees said
training was relevant to their
needs.

http://litworks.org/tutortraining
https://www.litworks.org/clear-language-lab
http://www.litworks.org/
https://literacyworks.z2systems.com/np/clients/literacyworks/donation.jsp

